Currently all major meteorological centres generate ensemble forecasts using their operational ensemble prediction systems; however, it is a general problem that the spread of the ensemble is too small, resulting in underdispersive forecasts, leading to a lack of calibration. In order to correct this problem, different statistical calibration techniques have been developed in the last two decades.
Introduction
The central zone of Chile, located between 32
• and 37
• south latitude, has a semi-arid Mediterranean climate as a result of the influence of topographic barriers and the South East Pacific Anticyclone located over the cool Pacific Ocean, which generates a persistent inversion layer in the lowest few hundred meters of the atmosphere (Burger et al., 2018) . In particular, Santiago the Chile surrounded by high mountains has its own special micro climate making accurate weather forecasts even more complicated.
Obtaining reliable forecasts of surface temperature has a large impact in many fields such as renewable energies, air quality and radiative transfer. These forecasts can be obtained with the help of numerical weather prediction (NWP) models which provide predictions on high spatial and temporal resolutions. In the last few years in Chile serious efforts have been made in evaluating meteorological models to improve temperature forecasts, among other variables (Saide et al., 2011; Cortés and Curé, 2011; Pozo et al., 2016; González and Garreaud, 2017) . However, the outputs of these NWP models are subject to an intrinsic uncertainty, which can be controlled and reduced by running the models with different initial conditions and parametrizations opening the door for ensemble forecasting (Leith, 1974) . Currently all major meteorological centres generate ensemble forecasts using their operational ensemble prediction systems (EPSs). Examples of this are the 51 member EPS of the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (Molteni et al., 1996; Leutbecher and Palmer, 2008) and the 30 member Consortium for Small-scale Modelling EPS of the German Meteorological Service (Gebhardt et al., 2011) . A general problem with many operational EPSs is that the spread of the ensemble is too small, resulting in underdispersive forecasts, leading to a lack of calibration (see e.g. Buizza et al., 2005; Wannitsem et al., 2018) .
A possible way of improving ensemble forecasts is the use of some form of statistical postprocessing. In the last 15 years several different statistical calibration techniques have been developed (for an overview see Williams et al., 2014; Wannitsem et al., 2018) including nonhomogeneous regression or ensemble model output statistics (EMOS; Gneiting et al., 2005) and Bayesian model averaging (BMA; Raftery et al., 2005) , both providing full predictive distribution of the future weather quantity. The EMOS predictive distribution is specified by a parametric distribution family with parameters connected to the ensemble members via appropriate link functions, whereas BMA applies mixture distributions with components corresponding to the ensemble members. Given a predictive distribution, as point forecasts, one can consider either its mean or its median, and probabilities of various events can also be easily calculated. EMOS and BMA models corresponding to various weather quantities differ in the parametric laws they are based on. A normal distribution or normal mixture fits well temperature and pressure forecasts Raftery et al., 2005) , wind speed requires a non-negative and skewed distribution such as truncated normal (Thorarinsdottir and Gneiting, 2010; Baran, 2014) , log-normal (Baran and Lerch, 2015) or gamma (Sloughter et al., 2010) , whereas to calibrate precipitation accumulation, a discrete-continuous model with point mass at zero is required (Sloughter et al., 2007; Scheuerer, 2014; Scheuerer and Hamill, 2015; Baran and Nemoda, 2016) .
In the present work various post-processing models for calibrating ensemble forecasts of temperature in Santiago city are evaluated. The ensemble members correspond to nine Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF; Powers et al., 2017) model configurations with three nested domains. According to our best knowledge, no studies have been published yet with the aim of improving the quality of surface temperature predictions in Chile by statistical calibration based on ensemble post-processing techniques. Moreover, as the results show, the location of the ensemble domain with large altitude differences requires some adaptation of the post-processing approach to the actual conditions at hand.
The paper is organized as follows. A description of WRF configurations, data from meteorological stations, and their preliminary statistical analysis is provided in Section 2. Section 3 describes the post-processing models and applied methods of model verification, whereas the results of statistical post-processing are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary of the major findings and a discussion of possible future areas of research.
WRF configurations and data description
The WRF model is employed to generate nine different simulations resulting in a 9 member forecast ensemble for surface temperature (K) with a lead time of 24 h for the period between 1 October 2017 and 30 January 2018 every 3 hours from 00 UTC to 21 UTC. The corresponding verifying observations are obtained from 19 meteorological stations around Santiago city.
WRF simulations
Three model nested domains (see Figure 1a) , at 18 km, 6 km and 2 km horizontal resolutions, were employed in the simulations using Version 3.7.1 of the Advanced Research WRF core (ARW-WRF; Skamarock et al., 2008) . Results from the highest resolution domain (d3) were used in this study with a superficial area of 208×208 km. domain (d1) to provide better boundary conditions during the simulation period. Table 1 describes the parametrizations used on each simulation.
The members differ each other in the applied planetary boundary layer (PBL) and landsurface model (LSM) parametrizations. We use the Mellor-Yamada-Janjic (MYJ; Janjić, 1994) , Yonsei University (YSU; Hong et al., 2006) and Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Ninno 2.5 level (MYNN; Nakanishi and Niino, 2006) schemes to represent the PBL and surface layer processes. The Land-surface processes are represented by the 5-layer (Dudhia, 1996) , Noah (Chen and Dudhia, 2001 ) and Pleim-Xiu (Pleim and Xiu, 2003) schemes. The rest of the parametrizations are kept the same in all simulations. We use the Kain-Fritsch (Kain-F; Kain, 2004) cumulus parametrization, the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTMG; Iacono et al., 2005) to represent the longwave and shortwave radiative processes and the WRF single-moment 3-class(WSM3; Hong et al., 2004) scheme to represent convective processes.
Station observations
Surface temperature observations (K) every 3 hours for the period between 1 October 2017 and 30 January 2018 were obtained from the Dirección Meteorológica de Chile (DMC, Government agency responsible for managing the meteorological data and providing operational weather forecasts in the country, available online at http://www.meteochile.gob), and from the National System for Air Quality (Environmental Ministry, see https://sinca. mma.gob.cl/) for 19 meteorological stations described in Table 2 (see also Figure 1b ).
We remark that Las Condes (9), La Florida (4) and Chorombo Hacienda (12) stations have more than 25 % of missing values. 
Predictive performance of the raw ensemble
As the altitude description of stations in Table 2 and Figure 1b show, the topography within the ensemble domain of study is very complex causing difficulties to obtain reliable forecasts. Figure 2 provides box-plots of the forecast errors of the ensemble means for the different stations. It shows that the raw ensemble systematically underestimates temperature at stations located at higher altitudes (stations 9, 11, 14 and 19) . This fact should be obviously taken into account during the calibration process. A number of studies have found cold biases in near-surface temperature forecasts with the WRF model in different mountainous regions in Chile and other parts of the world using similar options for PBL and LSM schemes as those used in this study (Ruiz et al., 2010; Marín et al., 2013; Massey et al., 2016; González and Garreaud, 2017) . The temperature underestimation may be the result of misrepresentations in the real orography or the near-surface moisture in the model (Massey et al., 2016) . There is also some variation in the performance of the different ensemble members ( Figure 3a ) and the forecast hour has influence on the forecast error (Figure 3b ), too. According to Figure 3a ensemble members 7 and 8 underperform the other 7 forecasts, whereas the performance of forecasts for 12 and 15 UTC also differs from the results for other forecast hours. The latter might be related to the misrepresentation of the real orography in the model. The temperature diurnal variation is strongly influenced by solar radiation, which strongly varies in sites located in complex terrain due to topographic shading and variations in slope orientations (Zhang et al., 2018) . Therefore, the time of sunrise in those In order to get a first overview of the raw ensemble calibration, one can have a look at the verification rank histogram (Figure 4) , which represents the histogram of ranks of validating observations with respect to the corresponding ensemble forecasts computed from the ranks at all locations and dates considered (see e.g. Wilks, 2011, Section 7.7.2) . In case of a proper calibration the ranks should be uniformly distributed, which is far not the case in Figure 4 , calling for some form of statistical post-processing. 
Models
As mentioned in the Introduction, normal distribution is suitable for temperature modelling, hence we make use of normal EMOS and BMA models suggested by Gneiting et al. (2005) and Raftery et al. (2005) , respectively. In what follows, let f 1 , . . . , f 9 denote the 9 ensemble members for a given location and time point.
EMOS model for temperature
The normal EMOS predictive distribution in our case has the form
withf denoting the ensemble mean. Location parameters a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a 9 ∈ R and scale parameters b 0 , b 1 ∈ R (a 1 , . . . , a 9 , b 0 , b 1 ≥ 0) are estimated by optimizing the value of a proper scoring rule (see Section 3.3), over the training data consisting of ensemble members and verifying observations from the preceding n days.
BMA model for temperature
EMOS calibration is efficient in the case of unimodal distributions, however, it cannot provide an appropriate model for weather variables following distributions with several modes. In such situations BMA modelling using mixture distributions might be of more use. The normal BMA model of Raftery et al. (2005) for calibrating temperature forecasts in our case results in the predictive PDF
where ϕ denotes the PDF of the standard normal distribution. Here the weights ω k reflect to the relative performance of each ensemble member f k during the training period and note that they should form a probability distribution, that is 9 k=1 ω k = 1, ω k ≥ 0. The linear form β 0,k + β 1,k f k of the mean of each component PDF is responsible for the bias correction, however, one might also consider cases β 1,k = 1 (additive bias correction) and β 0,k = 0, β 1,k = 1 (no bias correction). The latter two approaches might be helpful in situations where the raw ensemble is unbiased and additional bias correction might introduce unnecessary extra errors (see e.g. Baran et al., 2014) Similar to the EMOS approach, location parameters β 0,k , β 1,k , weights ω k , k = 1, . . . , 9, and scale σ are estimated using appropriate training data. Location parameters are obtained from regressing the validating observations on the ensemble members, whereas weights and scale are estimated using a maximum likelihood approach where the likelihood function is maximized with the help of the EM algorithm for mixtures (see e.g. McLachlan and Krishnan, 1997) . Note that BMA modelling is performed with the help of the ensembleBMA R package (Fraley et al., 2011) .
Verification scores
The aim of statistical post-processing is to maximize the sharpness of the predictive distribution subject to calibration , where the former refers to the concentration of the forecast distribution, whereas the latter to the consistency between predicted probabilities and observed relative frequencies. These goals can be addressed simultaneously with the help of scoring rules assigning numerical values to pairs of forecast distributions and validating observations. One of the most widely used proper scoring rule in atmospheric sciences is the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS; Gneiting and . For a predictive cumulative distribution function (CDF) F (y) and observation x the CRPS is defined as
where 1 H denotes the indicator of a set H, while X and X are independent random variables with CDF F and finite first moment. Note that the CRPS can be expressed in the same units as the observation and it is a negatively oriented scoring rule, that is the smaller the better.
Further, calibration of a predictive distribution can be investigated using the coverage of the (1 − α)100 %, α ∈ (0, 1), central prediction interval. By coverage we mean the proportion of validating observations located between the lower and upper α/2 quantiles of the predictive CDF and level α should be chosen to match the nominal coverage of the raw ensemble, which is 80 % for the 9 member ensemble at hand. As the coverage of a calibrated predictive distribution should be around (1−α)100 %, the suggested choice of α allows direct comparisons with the raw ensemble.
The improvement in calibration with respect to the raw ensemble can also be demonstrated with the help of the probability integral transform (PIT) histograms (Wilks, 2011) . The PIT is the value of the predictive CDF evaluated at the validating observation and in case of proper calibration it should follow a uniform law on [0, 1] interval. Hence the PIT histogram is the continuous counterpart of the verification rank histogram of the raw ensemble.
Finally, a predictive performance of point forecasts is evaluated with the help of mean absolute error (MAE) and root mean squared error (RMSE). Note, that the former is optimal for the median, whereas the latter is for the mean (Gneiting, 2011; Pinson and Hagedorn, 2012) .
Training data
The choice of appropriate training data is essential for estimating the parameters of the EMOS and BMA models given by (3.1) and (3.2). In general, rolling training periods are applied; however, there are two main approaches to choosing forecast cases for training (Thorarinsdottir and Gneiting, 2010) . In the local approach parameters for a given station are estimated from the data of that particular station only. This approach usually results in a very good model fit, provided the training period is long enough to avoid numerical issues in parameter estimation (see e.g. Hemri et al., 2014) . In contrast, regional EMOS and BMA estimate parameters using all available forecast cases from the training period, thus all stations in the forecast domain share the same set of parameters. In this way one can use shorter training periods, but the regional approach is not suitable for large heterogeneous domains, e.g. for global forecasts. Recently Lerch and Baran (2017) proposed a third, semilocal approach, which combines the advantages of local and regional forecasting. Training data for a given station are augmented with data for stations with similar characteristics, e.g. by clustering the stations using feature vectors determined by station climatology and/or ensemble forecast errors during the training period. Within a given cluster a regional parameter estimation is performed, but note that clusters may vary as the training window slides (for more details see Lerch and Baran, 2017) . Finally, one can also perform an expert clustering of the monitoring stations based on their location or other covariates, and estimate the parameters within clusters regionally.
Results
In order to exclude the natural daily variation in temperature, EMOS and BMA calibration of WRF ensemble forecasts described in Section 2.1 is performed separately for each forecast hour. Since the ensemble has 9 members, EMOS post-processing requires a total of 11 parameters to be estimated, whereas for BMA the number of free parameters is 27. The data set at hand covers only 122 calendar days which for both approaches makes the local estimation of parameters impossible. Regional estimation also requires at least a 6 day training period (114 forecast cases) for EMOS and at least a 15 day training (285 forecast cases) for BMA in order to have at least 10 forecast cases for each parameter.
We determine the length of the optimal training period by calibrating the ensemble forecasts using training periods of length 10, 15, . . . , 60 days and comparing the predictive performance on the verification period 30 November 2017 -30 January 2018 (62 calendar days). Figure 5 shows the mean CRPS values of EMOS and BMA predictive distributions as functions of the training period length for all forecast hours. Both models have the best predictive performance at forecast hours 3 and 6 UTC, provide a bit higher CRPS values for 0, 9, 18 and 21 UTC, whereas the worse forecast skill corresponds to 12 and 15 UTC. However, these results are partially in line with Figure 3b and might be explained by the differences in accuracy of ensemble forecasts for different periods of a day. Note that the curves have their minima at day 10 and except the ones corresponding to 12 and 15 UTC do not show much variability. MAE and RMSE values of EMOS and BMA median and mean forecasts (not reported), respectively, are very consistent to the CRPS and do not change the overall picture. As in general one prefers shorter training periods, but has to keep in mind also the minimum number of forecast cases for parameter estimation, a training period of length 15 or 20 days should be selected. Finally, a 20 day training period is chosen for calibrating the WRF forecasts as it might also be appropriate for semi-local estimation of EMOS parameters using 2 or 3 clusters of observation stations. In this way the predictive performance of EMOS and BMA post-processed forecasts can be tested on temperature data from the period between 21 October 2017 and 30 January 2018 (102 calendar days).
Besides regional estimation of BMA and EMOS parameters, clustering based semi-local EMOS parameter estimation is also tested with 2 and 3 clusters and 24 features. Half of the features are obtained as equidistant quantiles of the climatological CDF, whereas the other half as equidistant quantiles of the empirical CDF of the forecast error of the ensemble mean over the training period (Lerch and Baran, 2017) . However, this approach often produces Figure  2 ). Having a single station in a cluster means local parameter estimation for that particular station resulting in numerical issues in the optimization procedure.
Instead of grouping the stations dynamically based on feature vectors, one might try some form of expert clustering and for the ensemble domain at hand (see Figure 1b) , altitude might be a reasonable covariate. The chosen altitude regions resulting in 3 clusters are: under 400 m (stations 1, 10, 12, 17) ; between 400 m and 750 m (stations 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 15, 16, 18); above 750 m (stations 9, 11, 14, 19) . Note that at stations in the third cluster, WRF forecasts systematically underestimate temperature (Figure 2 ).
In this way for post-processing ensemble forecasts we consider BMA and EMOS models Figure 6 : Values of the test statistics of the DM test for equal predictive performance based on the CRPS (upper triangle) and AE of the median forecast (lower triangle). Negative/positive values indicate a superior predictive performance of the forecast given in the row/column label, whereas green/red background indicates significant differences.
with regional parameter estimation and EMOS model with clustering (EMOS-C) using a 20 day rolling training period. Table 3 shows the mean CRPS of probabilistic, the RMSE of mean and the MAE of median forecasts and the coverage of 80 % central prediction intervals separately for the different forecast hours and for the overall verification period. Note that all post-processing approaches outperform the raw ensemble in terms of all scores for all forecast hours but the coverage at 18 UTC; however, even for that forecast hour, the values are not far from the nominal 80 %. From the three competing post-processing approaches clustering based EMOS shows the best predictive performance followed by the BMA and regional EMOS. However, the differences between the scores of the three post-processing approaches are minor.
The statistical significance of differences between overall mean CRPS and MAE values is investigated with the help of two-sided Diebold-Mariano (DM; Diebold and Mariano, 1995) tests of equal predictive performance, as this test takes into account temporal dependence (for details of application see e.g. Baran and Lerch, 2018) . Figure 6 shows the values of the DM test statistics based on the CRPS and the absolute error (AE) of median for all pairwise comparisons of forecasts. All calibration methods result in significant improvement compared to the raw ensemble; however, the forecast skill of the three post-processing approaches does not differ significantly. This means that for the WRF forecasts at hand, the use of a more complex model for calibration with many parameters does not necessary pay off. One should use a more simple approach instead and possibly group the stations in a careful way.
The same conclusions can be drawn from the overall PIT histograms plotted in Figure  7 . The improvement in calibration compared to the raw ensemble is obvious; however, all three PIT histograms are slightly U-shaped indicating a very small underdispersion (see also the overall coverage values of Table 3 ). Unfortunately, the KolmogorovSmirnov test rejects the uniformity of PIT values in all three cases; however, this is the consequence of numerical problems resulted by the very large sample size (14566 valid forecast cases), see e.g. Baran and Lerch (2015) . The mean p-values of 1000 samples from PIT of sizes 1000 each given given in Table 4 , nicely reflect to the shapes of the PIT histograms of Figure 7 .
Conclusions
Various statistical post-processing methods are applied to 3 hourly ensemble forecasts of surface temperature for Santiago de Chile produced by separate runs of the WRF model with 9 different configurations. The one day ahead predictions for different forecast hours are treated separately. The predictive performance of EMOS and BMA models with regional parameter estimation using a 20 day training period is investigated. This optimal length of the training period is a result of a detailed data analysis. Besides the regional models, the forecast skill of an EMOS approach with parameter estimation based on clustering the observation stations is also tested. Compared to the raw ensemble, all post-processing methods for all forecast hours result in a significant decrease in CRPS values of probabilistic forecasts and MAE and RMSE values of point forecasts. In addition, they also yield a substantial improvement in calibration. From the competing calibration approaches the clustering based EMOS produces the smallest score values for all forecast hours; however, the differences in overall mean CRPS and MAE of post-processing models are not significant. We therefore conclude that post-processing of WRF ensemble forecasts for temperature significantly improves the calibration of probabilistic and the accuracy of point forecasts. However, there is still room for improvement, by considering models including spatial dependence via state of the art approaches such as Markovian EMOS (Möller et al., 2015) or ensemble copula coupling (Schefzik, 2016a,b) .
